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1. Susanne Albers: Algorithms for Online Bipartite Matching (invited talk)
2. Andreas Brandstädt: On the complexity of some packing and covering problems in graphs
and hypergraphs (invited talk)
3. Saket Saurabh: Matroids, Randomness and FPT Algorithms (invited talk)
4. Bruno Courcelle: Graph algorithms based on inﬁnite automata: logical descriptions and
usable constructions
5. Marek Cygan: Improved approximation for 3-dimensional matching via bounded pathwidth
local search
6. Jiřı́ Fiala: Locally constrained homomorphisms on graphs of bounded treewidth and bounded
degree
7. Robert Ganian: Meta-Kernelization with Structural Parameters
8. Alexander Grigoriev: Bidimensionality on geometric intersection graphs
9. Qianping Gu: Practical algorithms for branch-decompositions and grad-minors of planar
graphs
10. Michel Habib: Graph Searches and cocomparability graphs
11. Frédéric Havet: Finding a subdivision of a digraph
12. Mamadou Kanté: On the linear rank-width of trees
13. Stavros Kolliopoulos: Integrality gaps for strengthened LP relaxations of Capacitated and
Lower-Bounded Facility Location
14. Chun-Hung Liu: Structural theorems and well-quasi-ordering
15. Daniel Lokshtanov: Independent Set in P5-Free Graphs in Polynomial Time
16. Vadim Lozin: Minimal classes of graphs of unbounded clique-width
17. George Mertzios: The Recognition of Simple-Triangle Graphs and of Linear-Interval Orders
is Polynomial
18. Martin Milanič: Graphs of Power-Bounded Clique-Width
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19. Christophe Paul: Explicit Linear Kernels via Dynamic Programming
20. Marcin Pilipczuk: The planar directed k-Vertex Disjoint Paths problem is ﬁxed-parameter
tractable
21. Michal Pilipczuk: Topological problems on tournaments
22. Leonidas Pitsoulis: Decomposition of Binary Signed-Graphic Matroids
23. Maadapuzhi Sridharan Ramanujan: Cuts on Skew-Symmetric Graphs and Linear Time
FPT algorithms
24. Nicola Santoro: Graph Search with Immunity
25. Ingo Schiermeyer: Rainbow connection and forbidden subgraphs
26. Stefan Szeider: A SAT Approach to Clique-Width
27. Nicolas Trotignon: The stable set problem is FPT in bull-free graphs
28. Antonios Varvitsiotis: On the rank constrained Grothendieck constant of graphs and a
new tree-width-like graph parameter
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List of Abstracts
Invited Talks
Speaker: Susanne Albers
Title: Algorithms for Online Bipartite Matching
Abstract: We study the online version of the classical bipartite matching problem. In this setting
one vertex set of a bipartite graph is given initially. The vertices of the second set arrive online.
Each incoming vertex may be matched to an eligible partner vertex immediately upon arrival. The
framework was initially introduced by Karp, Vazirani and Vazirani (STOC 1990) and has recently
received considerable research interest due to its relevance in online advertising. In this talk we
survey important contributions that have been developed in the algorithms community over the
past years. The results address the standard problem setting as well as budgeted versions and
scenarios with stochastic input.
Speaker: Andreas Brandstädt
Title: On the complexity of some packing and covering problems in graphs and hypergraphs
Abstract: Packing and covering problems in graphs and hypergraphs and their relationships belong
to the most fundamental topics in combinatorics and graph algorithms and have a wide spectrum
of applications in computer science, operations research and many other ﬁelds. Recently, there
has been an increasing interest in graph and hypergraph problems combining packing and covering
properties, and the NP-complete Exact Cover problem on hypergraphs is a good example. Closely
related graph problems are the Eﬃcient Domination and Eﬃcient Edge Domination problems. We
give a survey on existing results, describe some connections to other problems such as Maximum
Weight Independent Set and Minimum Weight Dominating Set, consider some new cases where the
problems are eﬃciently solvable by using structural properties of graph classes and using closure
properties under the square operation, and we also extend the graph problems to hypergraphs.
Speaker: Saket Saurabh
Title: Matroids, Randomness and FPT Algorithms
Abstract: This talk will be dedicated to the recent developments in designing randomized paramterized algorithms using techniques and tools from matroid theory.
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Regular talks
Speaker: Bruno Courcelle
Title: Graph algorithms based on inﬁnite automata : logical descriptions and usable constructions.
Abstract: The FPT algorithms that check MSO (Monadic Second-Order) properties of graphs of
bounded tree-width or clique-width are based on ﬁnite automata that process terms representing
(in a Universal Algebra setting) the relevant hierarchical decompositions. Although ﬁnite, these
automata are in most cases much too large to be built. We call fly-automaton (FA) an automaton
whose states are described (and not listed) and whose transitions are described by programs and
computed only when needed. Such automata can have inﬁnitely many states : a state may include a
ﬁnite set of counters, among other ﬁnite information. Such automata can be used for checking graph
properties that are not MSO, for example the regularity of a graph (all vertices have same degree),
and for computing functions, for example the number of answers to an MSO query, or the minimal
or maximal size of such an answer. Many optimization functions can be handled in this setting:
the minimal size of a set of vertices whose deletion yields a p-colorable graph, or more generally,
a graph satisfying a property deﬁned by a constructed FA (in particular any MSO property). For
another example, if the graph can be partitioned into two regular induced subgraphs, we may
wish to compute the minimum number of edges not in any of two such subgraphs. From logical
descriptions of problems and already constructed FA for basic properties and functions, the running
system AUTOGRAPH (work by Irène Durand, LaBRI) can build the corresponding automata. Our
basic automata process clique-width terms (so they also work for graphs of bounded tree-width).
We also analyse whether the newly built FA yield polynomial-time, FPT, XP or non XP algorithms.
First-order constructions yield FPT algorithms from basic FPT automata. Monadic second-order
ones, as one may guess, need detailed analysis of the search spaces corresponding to existential
quantiﬁcations. This work can be seen as a theory of (some aspects of ) dynamic programming.
Speaker: Marek Cygan
Title: Improved approximation for 3-dimensional matching via bounded pathwidth local search
Abstract: One of the most natural optimization problems is the k-Set Packing problem, where
given a family of sets of size at most k one should select a maximum size subfamily of pairwise
disjoint sets. A special case of 3-Set Packing is the well known 3-Dimensional Matching problem.
Both problems belong to the Karp’s list of 21 NP-complete problems. The best known polynomial
time approximation ratio for k-Set Packing is (k + ǫ)/2 and goes back to the work of Hurkens
and Schrijver [SIDMA‘89], which gives (1.5 + ǫ)-approximation for 3-Dimensional Matching. Those
results are obtained by a simple local search algorithm, that uses constant size swaps. The main
result of the paper is a new approach to local search for k-Set Packing where only a special type
of swaps is considered, which we call swaps of bounded pathwidth. We show that for a ﬁxed value
of k one can search the space of r-size swaps of constant pathwidth in cr·poly(|F |) time. Moreover
we present an analysis proving that a local search maximum with respect to O(log |F |)-size swaps
of constant pathwidth yields a polynomial time (k + 1 + ǫ)/3-approximation algorithm, improving
the best known approximation ratio for k-Set Packing. In particular we improve the approximation
ratio for 3-Dimensional Matching from 3/2 + ǫ to 4/3 + ǫ.
The manuscript is available on arxiv: http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.1424.
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Speaker: Jiřı́ Fiala
Title: Locally constrained homomorphisms on graphs of bounded treewidth and bounded degree
Abstract: A homomorphism from a graph G to a graph H is locally bijective, surjective, or
injective if its restriction to the neighborhood of every vertex of G is bijective, surjective, or injective,
respectively. We prove that the problems of testing whether a given graph G allows a homomorphism
to a given graph H that is locally bijective, surjective, or injective, respectively, are NP-complete,
even in the restricted case where G has pathwidth 5, 4 or 2, respectively, or when both G and H have
maximum degree 3. We complement these hardness results by showing that the three problems
are polynomial-time solvable if G has bounded treewidth and in addition G or H has bounded
maximum degree.
Speaker: Robert Ganian
Title: Meta-Kernelization with Structural Parameters
Abstract: Meta-kernelization theorems are general results that provide polynomial kernels for large
classes of parameterized problems. The known meta-kernelization theorems, in particular the results
of Bodlaender et al. (FOCS’09) and of Fomin et al. (FOCS’10), apply to problems parameterized by
solution size. We present meta-kernelization theorems that use structural parameters of the input
and not the solution size. Let C be a graph class. We deﬁne the C-cover number of a graph to
be a the smallest number of modules the vertex set can be partitioned into such that each module
induces a subgraph that belongs to the class C. We show that each graph problem that can be
expressed in Monadic Second Order (MSO) logic has a polynomial kernel with a linear number of
vertices when parameterized by the C-cover number for any ﬁxed class C of bounded rank-width
(or equivalently, of bounded clique-width, or bounded Boolean width). Many graph problems such
as Independent Dominating Set, c-Coloring, and c-Domatic Number are covered by this
meta-kernelization result. Our second result applies to MSO expressible optimization problems,
such as Minimum Vertex Cover, Minimum Dominating Set, and Maximum Clique. We
show that these problems admit a polynomial annotated kernel with a linear number of vertices.
Speaker: Alexander Grigoriev
Title: Bidimensionality of geometric intersection graphs
Abstract: Let B be a ﬁnite collection of geometric (not necessarily convex) bodies in the plane.
Clearly, this class of geometric objects naturally generalizes the class of disks, polylines, ellipsoids
and even convex polyhedra. We consider geometric intersection graphs GB where each body of the
collection B is represented by a vertex, and two vertices of GB are adjacent if the intersection of the
corresponding bodies is non-empty. For such graph classes and under natural restrictions on their
maximum degree or subgraph exclusion, we prove that the relation between their treewidth and the
maximum size of a grid minor is linear. These combinatorial results vastly extend the applicability
of all the meta-algorithmic results of the bidimensionality theory to geometrically deﬁned graph
classes.
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Speaker: Qianping Gu
Title: Practical algorithms for branch-decompositions and grid-minors of planar graphs
Abstract: Branch-decompositions and grid-minors of graphs have important algorithmic applications. A graph G of small branchwidth admits eﬃcient algorithms for many NP-hard problems in
G. These algorithms have two major steps: (1) compute a branch-decomposition T of G and (2)
solve a problem by dynamic programming based on the branch-decomposition T . These algorithms
usually run in exponential time in the width of T . The ratio of the branchwidth of G over the largest
size of the grid minor of G typically appears in the exponent of the running time of these algorithms
as well. It is critical to compute a branch-decomposition of small width and a grid minor of large
size for a given graph in the practical applications of these algorithms. It is known that an optimal
branch-decomposition of planar graphs can be computed in O(n3 ) time by the edge-contraction
algorithm. In this talk, we give a summary on the practical performance of the edge-contraction algorithm and the heuristics for improving the algorithm. We also give a summary on computational
studies for the grid minors of planar graphs and some branch-decomposition based algorithms.
Speaker: Michel Habib
Title: Graph Searches and cocomparability graphs
Abstract: A comparability graph is a graph that admits a transitive orientation, and a cocomparability graph is simply the complement of a comparability graph. Both classes comparability and
cocomparability graphs are well studied subclasses of perfect graphs [M. C. Golumbic Algorithmic
Graph Theory and Perfect Graphs, Volume 57, Second Edition, Annals of Discrete Mathematics,
2004]. Cocomparability graphs generalize interval graphs, and we generalize for cocomparability
graphs some algorithmic results already obtained for interval graphs [Corneil D.G., Dalton B.,
Habib M.: LDFS-based certifying algorithm for the Minimum Path Cover problem on cocomparability graphs, to appear SIAM J. Comput.]. For a total ordering τ of the set of vertices of an
undirected graph G = (V, E), an umbrella is a triple of vertices a, b, c ∈ V such that: a <τ b <τ c
and ac ∈ E and ab, bc ∈
/ E. A cocomparability (cocomp for short) ordering is an umbrella-free
total ordering of the vertices of G. As noticed in [Krastch D., Stewart L.: Domination on cocomparability graphs, SIAM J. Discrete Math., 6 (1993), 400-4127.], G is a cocomparability graph iﬀ
it admits a cocomp ordering. A cocomp ordering is a linear extension of some transitive orientation P = (V, ≤) of the complement of G = (V, E). In fact, given a cocomp ordering τ there is a
unique transitive orientation of G = (V, E) compatible with τ . We introduce a general framework
to describe graph searches and within this framework we characterize the searches which preserve
cocomp orderings, when used as a ‘+’ sweep where ties are broken using a previous ordering. Such
searches include BFS, DFS, LBFS, LDFS (see [Corneil D.G., Krueger R.: A Uniﬁed View of Graph
Searching, SIAM J. Discrete Math. 22(4): 1259-1276 (2008).]) and many others. This allows us to
present a toolbox of diﬀerent graph searches and a framework to solve various problems on comparability graphs or partial orders. In particular we describe two very simple certifying algorithms for
maximum independent set and permutation graph recognition. This study is deeply involved in the
relationships between cocomparability graphs and partial orders. For partial orders we will employ
the following basic terminology. A partial order P = (V, ≤P ) is a ﬁnite set V , the ground set of P ,
formed by ordered pairs of vertices in V , satisfying reﬂexivity, anti-symmetry and transitivity. For
x, y ∈ V , if x ≤P y or y ≤P x then x, y are comparable, otherwise they are incomparable denoted
by x||y. A chain (resp. antichain) in a partial order is of subset of vertices in which all pairs of
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elements are comparable (resp. incomparable). As deﬁned in [Dilworth R.P.: Some combinatorial
problems in partially ordered sets, pp 85-90, in: Combinatorial Analysis (eds. Bellmann R. and
Hall M. Jr.), Proc. Symp. Appl. Math. X, Amer. Math. Soc., Providence, R.I., 1960.] and
[Behrendt B.: Maximal antichains in partially ordered sets, Ars Combinatoria 25C(1988) pp.149157.] the set of maximal (under inclusion) antichains of a given partial order P denoted by M A(P )
is a lattice when equipped with the following ordering : For A, B maximal antichains, A ≤M A(P ) B
if ∀y ∈ B, ∃x ∈ A with x ≤P y. This Maximal Antichain lattice was also studied in [Habib
M., Morvan M., Pouzet M., Rampon J.V.: Extensions intervallaires minimales, Compte Rendu à
l’Académie des Sciences, présenté en septembre 91, par le Pr. G. Choquet, t. 313, série I (1991)
893-898.] and [Habib M., Morvan M., Pouzet M., Rampon J.X.: Incidence structures, coding and
lattice of maximal antichains, Research report N◦ 92-079, LIRMM (1992).] and in particular it
is well-known that: P is an interval order iﬀ M A(P ) is a chain. Using this combinatorial structure we characterize cocomparability graphs in terms of a lattice structure acting on its maximal
cliques and present some eﬃcient algorithmic applications of this characterization including ﬁnding
minimal clique cutsets and simplicial vertices.
Joint work with Derek G. Corneil, Jérémie Dusart, and Ekkehard Köhler.
Speaker: Frédéric Havet
Title: Finding a subdivision of a digraph
Abstract: One of the results of treewidth theory is that the k-Linkage problem can be solved in
polynomial time. This implies that for any ﬁxed graph F, deciding if a graph contains a subdivision
of F is polynomial-time solvable. In contrast, for a ﬁxed digraph F, the F-Subdivision problem of
deciding if a given digraph contains a subdivision of F, can be NP-complete or polynomial-time
solvable. On the one hand, Fortune, Hopcroft and Wyllie proved that the Directed 2-Linkage problem is NP-complete; this allows us to prove that F-subdivision is NP-complete for many digraphs.
On the other hand, a conjecture of Seymour motivated by directed treewidth asserts if if F is
planar and every vertex has either indegree and outdegree at most 2 and total degree at most 3,
then F-subdivision can be solved in polynomial time. We shall survey all results and conjectures
on F-subdivision and in particular show that Seymour’s conjecture holds for digraphs of order at
most 4.
This a joint work with J. Bang-Jensen, A.-K. Maia and B. Mohar.
Speaker: Mamadou Kanté
Title: On the linear rank-width of trees
Abstract: We show that linear rank-width and path-width coincide in trees. We also show that
linear clique-width of a tree equals its path-width plus two (provided the tree contains a path of
length three). A tree T is a minimal excluded acyclic vertex-minor to linear rank-width k if T has
linear rank-width k + 1 and every proper vertex-minor of T that is a tree has linear rank-width k.
We provide minimal excluded acyclic vertex-minor to linear rank-width k.
Joint work with Isolde Adler.
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Speaker: Stavros Kolliopoulos
Title: Integrality gaps for strengthened LP relaxations of Capacitated and Lower-Bounded Facility
Location
Abstract: The metric uncapacitated facility location problem (UFL) enjoys a special stature in
approximation algorithms as a testbed for various techniques, among which LP-based methods
have been especially prominent and successful. Two generalizations of UFL are capacitated facility
location (CFL) and lower-bounded facility location (LBFL). In the former, every facility has a
capacity which is the maximum demand that can be assigned to it, while in the latter, every
open facility is required to serve a given minimum amount of demand. Both CFL and LBFL
are approximable within a constant factor but their respective natural LP relaxations have an
unbounded integrality gap. According to Shmoys and Williamson, the existence of a relaxationbased algorithm for CFL is one of the top 10 open problems in approximation algorithms. In
this paper we give the ﬁrst results on this problem and they are negative in nature. We show
unbounded integrality gaps for two substantial families of strengthened formulations. The ﬁrst
family we consider is the hierarchy of LPs resulting from repeated applications of the lift-andproject Lovasz-Schrijver procedure starting from the standard relaxation. We show that the LP
relaxation for CFL resulting after Ω(n) rounds, where n is the number of facilities in the instance,
has unbounded integrality gap. Note that the Lovasz-Schrijver procedure is known to yield an
exact formulation for CFL in at most n rounds. We also introduce the family of proper relaxations
which generalizes to its logical extreme the classic star relaxation, an equivalent form of the natural
LP. We characterize the behavior of proper relaxations for both LBFL and CFL through a sharp
threshold phenomenon under which the integrality gap drops from unbounded to 1.
Joint work with Yannis Moysoglou.
Speaker: Chun-Hung Liu
Title: Structural theorems and well-quasi-ordering.
Abstract: Motivated by well-quasi-ordering problems, we prove structure theorems for excluding
a ﬁxed graph H as a weak immersion or a topological subgraph, improving upon earlier results of
Grohe and Marx, Dvorak, and Wollan. For topological minors our ultimate goal is an old conjecture
of Robertson that for every integer k graphs with no topological minor isomorphic to the graph
obtained from a path of length k by doubling every edge are well-quasi-ordered by the topological
minor relation. We are able to prove the conjecture for graphs of bounded tree-width and reduce
the general problem to graphs that possess certain kind of tree-decomposition. We expect that our
proof for graphs of bounded tree-width will generalize to graphs possessing said decomposition, but
the details of that have not yet been worked out at the time of submission.
Speaker: Daniel Lokshtanov
Title: Independent Set in P5 -Free Graphs in Polynomial Time
Abstract: The Independent Set problem is NP-hard in general, however polynomial time algorithms exist for the problem on various speciﬁc graph classes. Over the last couple of decades
there has been a long sequence of papers exploring the boundary between the NP-hard and polynomial time solvable cases. In particular the complexity of Independent Set on P5 -free graphs has
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received signiﬁcant attention, and there has been a long list of results showing that the problem
becomes polynomial time solvable on sub-classes of P5 -free graphs. We give the ﬁrst polynomial
time algorithm for Independent Set on P5 -free graphs. Our algorithm also works for the Weighted
Independent Set problem.
Speaker: Vadim Lozin
Title: Minimal classes of graphs of unbounded clique-width
Abstract: The celebrated theorem of Robertson and Seymour states that in the family of minorclosed graph classes the planar graphs constitute a unique minimal class of unbounded tree-width.
In the study of tree-width the restriction to minor-closed graph classes is justiﬁed by the fact that
the tree-width of a graph is never smaller than the tree-width of any of its minors. With respect to
clique-width, this restriction is not justiﬁed, as the clique-width of a graph can be (much) smaller
than the clique-width of its minor. However, the clique-width of a graph is never smaller than the
clique-width of any of its induced subgraphs, which allows us to restrict ourselves to hereditary
classes, i.e. those closed under taking induced subgraphs. The ﬁrst two minimal hereditary classes
of graphs of unbounded clique-width were discovered in [V.Lozin, Minimal classes of graphs of
unbounded clique-width, Annals of Combinatorics, 15 (2011) 707-722]. In the present talk we
reveal new minimal hereditary classes of unbounded clique-width. Our approach combines various
techniques and involves various notions such as geometric intersection graphs, universal graphs,
pivoting procedure developed by Sand-il Oum to study rank-width of graphs, etc.
This is a joint work with Juraj Stacho
Speaker: George Mertzios
Title: The Recognition of Simple-Triangle Graphs and of Linear-Interval Orders is Polynomial
Abstract: Intersection graphs of geometric objects have been extensively studied, both due to their
interesting structure and their numerous applications; prominent examples include interval graphs
and permutation graphs. In this paper we study a natural graph class that generalizes both interval
and permutation graphs, namely simple-triangle graphs. Simple-triangle graphs - also known as
PI graphs (for Point-Interval) - are the intersection graphs of triangles that are deﬁned by a point
on a line L1 and an interval on a parallel line L2 . They lie naturally between permutation and
trapezoid graphs, which are the intersection graphs of line segments between L1 and L2 and of
trapezoids between L1 and L2 , respectively. Although various eﬃcient recognition algorithms for
permutation and trapezoid graphs are well known to exist, the recognition of simple-triangle graphs
has remained an open problem since their introduction by Corneil and Kamula three decades ago.
In this paper we resolve this problem by proving that simple-triangle graphs can be recognized
in polynomial time. As a consequence, our algorithm also solves a longstanding open problem in
the area of partial orders, namely the recognition of linear-interval orders, i.e. of partial orders
P = P1 ∩ P2 , where P1 is a linear order and P2 is an interval order. This is one of the ﬁrst results on
recognizing partial orders P that are the intersection of orders from two diﬀerent classes P1 and P2 .
In contrast, partial orders P which are the intersection of orders from the same class P have been
extensively investigated, and in most cases the complexity status of these recognition problems has
been established.
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Speaker: Martin Milanič
Title: Graphs of Power-Bounded Clique-Width
Abstract: Clique-width is a graph parameter with many algorithmic applications. A k-th power of
a graph G is the graph with the same vertex set as G, in which two distinct vertices are adjacent if
and only if they are at distance at most k in G. Many graph algorithmic problems can be expressed
in terms of graph powers. We introduce and study the notion of graph classes of power-bounded
clique-width. A graph class is of power-bounded clique-width if there exists an integer k such that
the k-th powers of graphs in the class form a class of bounded clique-width. We identify several
graph classes of power-unbounded clique-width, and give a suﬃcient condition for clique-width to
be power-bounded. Based on this condition, we characterize graph classes of power-bounded cliquewidth among classes deﬁned by two connected forbidden induced subgraphs. Joint work with Flavia
Bonomo, Luciano Grippo and Martı́n Darı́o Safe.
Speaker: Christophe Paul
Title: Explicit Linear Kernels via Dynamic Programming
Abstract: Several algorithmic meta-theorems on kernelization have appeared in the last years,
starting with the result of Bodlaender et al. [FOCS 2009] on graphs of bounded genus. Typically, these results guarantee the existence of linear or polynomial kernels on sparse graph classes
for problems satisfying some generic conditions but, manly due to their generality, it is hard to
derive from them constructive kernels with explicit constants. In this article we make a step toward a fully constructive meta-kernelization theory on sparse graphs. Our approach is based on
a more explicit protrusion replacement machinery that instead of expressibility in CMSO logic
uses dynamic programming, which allows us to ﬁnd an explicit upper bound on the size of the
derived kernels. We demonstrate the usefulness of our techniques by providing the ﬁrst explicit
linear kernels for r-Dominating Set and r-Scattered Set on apex-minor-free graphs, and for
Planar-F-Deletion and Planar-F-Packing on graphs excluding a ﬁxed (topological) minor
in the case where all the graphs in F are connected.
Speaker: Marcin Pilipczuk
Title: The planar directed k-Vertex Disjoint Paths problem is ﬁxed-parameter tractable
Abstract: Given a graph G and k pairs of vertices (s1 , t1 ), ..., (sk , tk ), the k-Vertex-Disjoint Paths
problem asks for pairwise vertex-disjoint paths P1 , . . . , Pk such that Pi goes from si to ti . Schrijver
[SICOMP’94] proved that the k-Vertex-Disjoint Paths problem on planar directed graphs can be
O(k2 )

solved in time nO(k) . We give an algorithm with running time 22
nO(1) for the problem, that
is, we show the ﬁxed-parameter tractability of the problem. The algorithm consists of two main
parts: an irrelevant vertex rule for a large number of concentric cycles of alternating direction,
and a speciﬁc bounded-alternation decomposition, computable if the irrelevant vertex rule is not
applicable, together with its algorithmic usage.
Joint work with Marek Cygan, Dániel Marx and Michal Pilipczuk.
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Speaker: Michal Pilipczuk
Title: Topological problems on tournaments
Abstract: A theory of topological containment for tournaments was developed recently by Chudnovsky, Fradkin, Kim, Scott, and Seymour. It appears that the natural containment notions in this
setting form well-quasi-orderings, and correspond to two natural width measures, namely pathwidth
and cutwidth. This creates possibilities for many algorithmic applications, including XP and FPT
algorithms. During the talk, I would like to survey the status of algorithmic results on topological
problems on tournaments, with a particular focus on applications in ﬁxed-parameter tractability.
The material covered will be based on the work of Chudnovsky, Fradkin, Kim, Scott, and Seymour,
as well as on more recent results obtained together with Fedor V. Fomin.
Speaker: Leonidas Pitsoulis
Title: Decomposition of Binary Signed-Graphic Matroids
Abstract: Tutte’s theory of bridges is extended to derive a decomposition theorem for binary matroids arising from signed graphs. The proposed decomposition diﬀers from previous decomposition
results on matroids that have appeared in the literature in the sense that it is not based on k-sums,
but rather on the operation of deletion of a cocircuit. A sketch of a recognition algorithm as well
as an excluded minor characterization of the building blocks of the aforementioned decomposition
will also be presented.
Speaker: Maadapuzhi Sridharan Ramanujan
Title: Cuts on Skew-Symmetric Graphs and Linear Time FPT algorithms
Abstract: A skew-symmetric graph (D = (V, A), σ) is a directed graph D with an involution σ
on the set of vertices and arcs. We will introduce the following problem where we are given a
skew-symmetric graph D, a family T of d-sized subsets of vertices and an integer k. The objective
is to decide if there is a set X ⊆ A of k arcs such that every set J in the family has a vertex v such
that v and σ(v) are in diﬀerent strongly connected components of (V, A\(X ∪σ(X)). This problem,
termed the d-skew symmetric multicut problem, is a problem that generalizes numerous well studied
classical problems including Odd Cycle Transversal and 2-SAT deletion. In this talk, we will see
an algorithm for the d-skew symmetric multicut problem which runs in time O((4d)k (m + n + ℓ)),
where m is the number of arcs in the graph, n the number of vertices and ℓ the length of the family
given in the input. As corollaries of this algorithm, we obtain the ﬁrst linear time FPT algorithm for
Odd Cycle Transversal which runs in time O(4k k 4 (m + n)) and the ﬁrst linear time FPT algorithm
for 2-SAT deletion which runs in time O(4k k 4 ℓ). The ﬁrst algorithm resolves an open problem of
Reed, Smith and Vetta [Operations Research Letters, 2003] and improves upon the earlier almost
linear time algorithm of Kawarabayashi and Reed [SODA, 2010].
This is joint work with Saket Saurabh.
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Speaker: Nicola Santoro
Title: Graph Search with Immunity
Abstract: Our understanding of the links between classic graph parameters and graph search
problems has been stimulated and enriched by the investigations of the intruder capture problem
(and its equivalent formulation of network decontamination) started in 2002 in the application
domain of distributed computing by mobile agents. Since then, in the application domain, the
problem has been generalized into two quite diﬀerent but related directions, both focusing on the
”re-contamination” rules. These new problems generate new deﬁnitions of basic concepts, including
monotonicity; they have been studied in the application domain but there is no investigation so far
on their relationship with graph parameters. Aim of this talk is to stimulate such a study.
Speaker: Ingo Schiermeyer
Title: Rainbow connection and forbidden subgraphs
Abstract: A connected edge-colored graph G is rainbow-connected if any two distinct vertices of G
are connected by a path whose edges have pairwise distinct colors; the rainbow connection number
rc(G) of G is the minimum number of colors such that G is rainbow-connected. We consider families
F of connected graphs for which there is a constant κF such that, for every connected F-free graph
G, rc(G) ≤ diam(G) + κF , where diam(G) is the diameter of G. In this paper, we give a complete
answer for |F| ∈ {1, 2}.
Speaker: Stefen Szeider
Title: A SAT Approach to Clique-Width
Abstract: We present a new method for computing the clique-width of graphs based on an encoding
to propositional satisﬁability (SAT) which is then evaluated by a SAT solver. Our encoding is
based on a reformulation of clique-width in terms of partitions that utilizes an eﬃcient encoding
of cardinality constraints. Our SAT-based method is the ﬁrst to discover the exact clique-width
of various small graphs, including famous graphs from the literature as well as random graphs of
various density. With our method we determined the smallest graphs that require a small predescribed clique-width.
Joint work with Marijn J. H. Heule, The University of Texas at Austin, USA.
Preprint available at http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.5498
Speaker: Nicolas Trotignon
Title: The stable set problem is FPT in bull-free graphs
Abstract: The bull is the graph obtained from the triangle by adding two pendant non-adjacent
edges. A graph is bull-free if it does not contain a bull as an induced subgraph. Finding a maximum
stable set in a bull-free graph is a NP-hard problem. We prove that this problem is FPT. Our proof
relies on the decompostion theorem for bull-free graph due to Maria Chudnovsky. This is a joint
work with Stéphan Thomassé and Krisitina Vušković.
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Speaker: Antonios Varvitsiotis
Title: On the rank constrained Grothendieck constant of graphs and a new tree-width-like graph
parameter
Abstract: Let G = ([n], E) be a simple and loopless graph and let w = (wij ) ∈ RE . For any ﬁxed
integer r ≥ 1 consider the rank constrained semideﬁnite program
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where Sr−1 denotes the unit sphere in Rr . The study of such programs is motivated by their
relevance to statistical mechanics and more speciﬁcally to the computation of the Hamiltonian
and of the ground states of various vector models that describe the interaction of particles in spin
glasses.
Solving problems of this form is in general computationally challenging. Indeed, for r = 1 this
program models the max-cut problem (in ±1 variables) and thus it is NP-hard. This motivates the
study of tractable relaxations of (1) and we n
will be focusing on its canonical semideﬁnite
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ij∈E ij i j
this relaxation is measured by its integrality gap, i.e., the ratio
κ(r, G) := sup
w∈RE

sdp(G, w)
,
sdpr (G, w)

known as the rank-r Grothendieck constant of the graph G.
As problems of the form (1) are in general hard, it is important to identify speciﬁc graph classes
for which they can be solved eﬃciently. In this talk we focus on graphs that satisfy κ(r, G) = 1
for some ﬁxed integer r ≥ 1. We show that for any ﬁxed r ≥ 1 the family of graphs satisfying
κ(r, G) = 1 is closed under taking minors. For r = 1 these graphs are the forests. Our main result
is the forbidden minor characterization for the graphs that satisfy κ(2, G) = 1.
Additionally, for any graph G one can ask for the smallest integer r ≥ 1 for which κ(r, G) = 1.
This graph parameter is well deﬁned since κ(n, G) = 1 and we call it the extreme Gram dimension
of a graph. We introduce a new a tree-width-like graph parameter, denoted by la⊠ (·), which we call
the strong largeur d’arborescence. The parameter la⊠ (G) is deﬁned as the smallest integer r ≥ 1
such that G is a minor of the strong graph product T ⊠ Kr , where T is a tree and Kr denotes the
complete graph on r vertices. The name of the parameter is derived from the parameter largeur
d’arborescence, denoted by la (·), introduced by Colin de Verdiére, where the strong graph product
is replaced by the Cartesian product of graphs. This parameter is closely related to the tree-width
of a graph as it satisﬁes tw(G) ≤ la (G) ≤ tw(G) + 1. Our second main result is to show that
la⊠ (·) is an upper bound for the extreme Gram dimension. Lastly, we give the forbidden minor
characterization for the graphs satisfying la⊠ (G) ≤ 2.
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Program of GROW 2013
Wednesday 09/10/13
08:30–08:45 Dimitrios Thilikos: Graph Classes, Optimization, and Width Parameters (a welcome)
Session 1 (Chair: Marek Cygan)
08:45–09:35 Andreas Brandstädt: On the complexity of some packing and covering problems in graphs
and hypergraphs (Invited Talk)
09:35–09:55 Break
Session 2 (Chair: Marcin Pilipczuk)
09:55–09:20 Jiřı́ Fiala: Locally constrained homomorphisms on graphs of bounded treewidth and bounded
degree
10:20–10:45 Qianping Gu: Practical algorithms for branch-decompositions and grid-minors of planar
graphs
10:45–11:10 Alexander Grigoriev: Bidimensionality on geometric intersection graphs
11:10–11:30 Break
Session 3 (Chair: Bart Jansen)
11:30–11:55 Stefan Szeider: A SAT Approach to Clique-Width
11:55–12:20 Martin Milanič: Graphs of Power-Bounded Clique-Width
12:20–12:45 Vadim Lozin: Minimal classes of graphs of unbounded clique-width
12:45–13:10 Mamadou Kanté: On the linear rank-width of trees
13:30–14:30 Lunch
Session 4 (Chair: George Mertzios)
15:00–15:25 Bruno Courcelle: Graph algorithms based on infinite automata: logical descriptions and
usable constructions
15:25–15:50 Michal Pilipczuk: Topological problems on tournaments
15:50–16:15 Chun-Hung Liu: Structural theorems and well-quasi-ordering
16:15–16:40 Frédéric Havet: Finding a subdivision of a digraph
16:40–17:00 Break
17:00–18:25 Open problem Session

Thursday 10/10/13
09:00–13:10 Excursion
13:30–14:30 Lunch
Session 5 (Chair: Stefan Szeider)
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15:00–15:50 Susanne Albers: Algorithms for Online Bipartite Matching (Invited Talk)
15:50–16:10 Break
Session 6 (Chair: Michal Pilipczuk)
16:10–16:35 Stavros Kolliopoulos: Integrality gaps for strengthened LP relaxations of Capacitated and
Lower-Bounded Facility Location
16:35–17:00 Marek Cygan: Improved approximation for 3-dimensional matching via bounded pathwidth
local search
17:00–17:25 Antonios Varvitsiotis: On the rank constrained Grothendieck constant of graphs and a
new tree-width-like graph parameter
17:25–17:35 Short break
Session 7 (Chair: Yota Otachi)
17:35–18:00 Christophe Paul: Explicit Linear Kernels via Dynamic Programming
18:00–18:25 Robert Ganian: Meta-Kernelization with Structural Parameters

Friday 11/10/13
Session 8 (Chair: Jiřı́ Fiala)
08:45–09:35 Saket Saurabh: Matroids, Randomness and FPT Algorithms (Invited Talk)
09:35–09:55 Break
Session 9 (Chair: Erik Jan van Leeuwen)
09:55–10:20 Leonidas Pitsoulis: Decomposition of Binary Signed-Graphic Matroids
10:20–10:45 Marcin Pilipczuk: The planar directed k-Vertex Disjoint Paths problem is fixed-parameter
tractable
10:45–11:10 M S Ramanujan: Cuts on Skew-Symmetric Graphs and Linear Time FPT algorithms
11:10–11:45 Nicolas Trotignon: The stable set problem is FPT in bull-free graphs
11:45–11:55 Break
Session 10 (Chair: Daniel Paulusma)
11:55–12:20 Ingo Schiermeyer: Rainbow connection and forbidden subgraphs
12:20–12:45 George Mertzios: The Recognition of Simple-Triangle Graphs and of Linear-Interval Orders
is Polynomial
12:45–13:10 Daniel Lokshtanov: Independent Set in P5-Free Graphs in Polynomial Time
13:30–14:30 Lunch
Session 11 (Chair: Christophe Paul)
15:00–15:25 Michel Habib: Graph Searches and cocomparability graphs
15:25–15:50 Nicola Santoro: Graph Search with Immunity
15:50 End of GROW 2013
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